
SAUNA WORLD, an oasis of events and adventure in Sastamala, 
Tampere region Finland – an unforgettable experience

Go fast and rest easy



Feel the 

8 unique 

outdoor 

saunas and 

more.

The Gold Diggers’ Sauna was brought 
over from Lapland, more than a thousand 
kilometers away. What once was a miner’s 
refuge is now yours to have.2



The Landscape Sauna offers a beautiful view so
you can enjoy all four seasons unique to Finland.

The Cellar Sauna itself is a sight to behold. Grab 
a cold drink and gaze upon the nature’s beauty.

In the foggy embrace of the Smoke Sauna, you
can truly relax. 

A timeless classic - the Traditional Sauna. 
Take a dip at the hot tub and and feel the mood. 3



”

After a fun day of physical
activities, respite in our Lapland Sauna. 

There’s enough room for everybody.

Every sauna

has its story. 

Care to hear 

one?
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”

The round windows bring the sea ambience 
to the Boat sauna. Ahoy!

A lovely bridge leads you to the mystical Forest
pond Sauna. Rest easy and take a swim.

The bath broom is made of tied up fresh birch twigs. 
It completes the sauna experience.

The secret of the Traditional Sauna is the large amounts 
of firewood over a long time it takes to get going. 5

The Sauna 

relieves stress 

and relaxes 

your whole 

body.

Good 

things come 

for those 

who wait.



Take the wheel and go off-road! Race 
around the forest and feel the extreme vibe.

Let us know 

and we will build 

a tailor-made 

experience 

just for 
you.
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We offer various climbing activities. 
How high can you go?

Skeet shooting is a popular sport around here. 
Pistol shooting, rifle shooting and archery are
also available.

There are also several group activities, all of 
which strengthen the team spirit.

Ever heard of forklift football? 
Try it out and see if you can score a goal!
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The 
largest gold 

nugget found in 

Finland weighed 

almost

400
grams. Step right up and 

try out gold panning, 
the process of 

separating the dirt, 
sand and debris 

in a pan. 
Who knows – maybe 
you’ll find some gold 

nuggets in there?

Ari Kiviniemi, 
the founder of 
Sauna World 

will be your guide. 
He has travelled 

Lapland and 
learnt from the best. 

That’s why 
he built a gold 
panning spot 
specifically 

here.

8

GOLD 
RUSH!



We 
have two 

motor tracks,

 the off-road 

track and the 

field track.

Pedal to the metal! Ride the quad bike, the 
off-road car or other extreme vehicles on our 
motor tracks. If that’s not enough, we can also 
arrange something special like a limousine 
ride, rock climbing or even parachuting.
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• 8 unique outdoor saunas
• Excellent conference 
  rooms and event facilities
• a wide range of activities
• pure nature
• tasty food and refreshments

We offer:
Sauna World 

is always 

exclusively 

reserved for you. 

We only serve

one group of 

guests at 

a time.
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Jump onto the tractor platform and let loose. 
We’ll drive you through the woods and serve you 
whatever you wish. You just sit down and relax.

There’s lots of room in the beautiful rustic barn 
attic. Make of that what you will – a banquet
dinner or maybe a workshop.
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No matter the size of your group, there’s more 
than enough to do for everybody. We’re here to 
serve you.

We can arrange you all sorts of entertainment; 
live rock music, karaoke, a violin concerto, 
a ballroom dance, you name it!



You can book 

accommodation 

directly through 

us or from

booking.com

Light a campfire, make some coffee, grill some-
thing or just enjoy the nature around you in our 
forest hut.

The night in a tent, or perhaps a hammock? Why 
not both! Spend the exciting nordic night in our 
Suspended Treehouse.
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Hungry for some robber’s roast? The Finnish 
delicacy takes around 12 hours to cook to 
perfection in an underground earth oven. 
If not, we will gladly prepare you some
traditional blazed salmon.

Or how about fine dining indoors? One of our 
classic dishes is the “Poronkäristys”: thin 
slices of reindeer meat, mashed potatoes and
lingonberry jam. Taste the pure flavor of exotic 
Lapland.

There’s a plethora of extra room in the upstairs 
of the Traditional sauna. Sleep tight!

The old main building of the site is now fully 
renovated. You’re welcome to spend the night.
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FINLAND
• republic in the nordics
• member of the EU and NATO
• capital Helsinki
• population 5.5 million

SASTAMALA
• city in western Pirkanmaa
• population 24000
• at the intersection of highways 
   and a railway. The nearest 
   airport 52 km away in Tampere.

Everyman’s Right 
All people have the right to enjoy nature 
anywhere regardless of land ownership. 
Everyone is allowed to 
• walk, ski and cycle,
• camp out temporarily 
• pick wild berries, mushrooms and flowers
• fish with a simple rod and line
• use boats, swim or bathe in inland 
   waters and the sea

Read more: nationalparks.fi/everymansright

Good to know In a nut shell
Sauna

World is also

a winter 

wonderland:

check out 

the aerial 

map
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1 Gold Diggers’ Sauna
2 Gold planning
3 Lappland Sauna
4 Depot
5 Boat Sauna
6 Barbecue hut
7 Pavilion
8 Forrest Pond Sauna

9   Cellar Sauna
10 Smoke Sauna
11 Climbing
12 Campfire place
13 Landscape Sauna
14 Shooting
15 Motor track

16 Accommodation,
     Traditional Sauna
17 Hot tub
18 Accommodation
19 Meeting room
20 Terrace
21 Arena
22 WC
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Sauna

World is also

a winter 

wonderland:

check out 

the aerial 

map
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CONTACT:
Ari Kiviniemi

Kaunistontie 128, 
Sastamala, 

Finland
Ari Kiviniemi 

tel. +358 500 123 500
saunamaailma

@saunamaailma.pro
saunamaailma.pro

Challenge 
yourself and 

have fun.

 I promise 
you incredible 
experiences!

”

”


